


New challenges

Tutela e 

valorizzazione 

degli investimenti

Over Security

New security tools to deal with existing real and virtual needs of the resource's management, headquarters, ATM point, self areas,

traditional bank branch and new bank branches concept too. A global integrated security model able to realize synergies with IT

protection systems and a overall security to protect business by the different types of risk and threats: from robberies to business

continuity, from travel security to safety.

Cost Saving

Intelligent, innovative and integrated 
technology to mitigate the operative 
inefficiencies, to reduce false alarm 
and to maximize the effectiveness. 

Return on Investments 
As a security provider Secursat 
mission is design operative and 
organizational integrated security 
solutions to create value securely 
and enhancing banking equipment. 

Security as strategic asset to improve operational efficiency in accordance with investment and budget.

Policy Setting 

Legal consultants and sector experts 
available to help customers to 
comply with laws and regulatory 
adjustments. 



Business development
Security is not the end of the journey. 
Expert and  skilled staff in a Security 
Solution Lab to study innovative 
solutions, to create value and to gain 
competitive advantage.

Suppliers Management

Secursat helps customers to carry out the 
best security choices, through national and 
international partnerships and strong 
network of relationship. 

Of the consultancy to design, a suppliers management, following all 

banks requirements, to realize  integrated, innovative and smart

security solutions.

Integrated Security

Secursat manages security as strategic asset, 
through an intelligent platform able to 
Integrated all security systems, to data 
collection and to develop strategies based 
on scenarios.

Smart Security

Avant-garde technology to a complete remote 
monitoring. System customization following 
customer’s experience, self-learning process, 
to reduce false alarm, to provide systems 
management autonomy. 



Mitigation
Solutions for: 
- Equipment innovation
- Ticket and document 

management 
- KPI definition and Security 

Budget 
- Design integrated security 

system.

Action tools

- Overall integrated security system  
- Complete remote monitoring
- Standardization process 
- Staff Training 
- Procedures 
- Security governance model 

multidimensional and scalable.

Assessment 
Check and analysis:
- Passive/active protection systems: Safes,
CCTV, Security doors, Anti
intrusion, Fogging system, etc. 

- Procedures and Activities organization:
Roles and responsibilities, technical 
measures, etc.

Strategic and operative security consulting to handle all bank

requirements, to improve protection standard for headquarters,

branch, Atm, etc.

Risk analysis  
Map and analysis:
- Historical, existing and future risk: 
- Thefts, ATM, robberies, data

protection, ticket management, loss
of control or trust, administrative
penalties, reputational damage, etc.



Strategies to build innovative and analytic security models to mitigate

but also prevent risk and threats, thanks data collection and analysis.

Design

- Design, install and realize integrated 
security solutions (CCTV, AI, AF, etc.)

- Overall, strategic and timely events and 
alarms management.

- Video analysis
- CED area design following international 

standards
- SOC area design following European 

standards.

Maintenance
- Asset census 
- Analysis equipment operational status
- Possibility to integrate/innovate
- Preventive and corrective maintenance 

over time 
- Failure, breakdown management.

Monitoring

- Innovative technologies for remote 
monitoring

- Remote diagnostic and teleassistance 
- Two Control Rooms h24 to guarantee 

disaster recovery and business continuity  
- Customizable, self-learning system.



Security and Safety

- Employer’s obligation 
- Monitoring technologies and 

safety for isolated workers
- Workers health and wealth 
- Travel Security.

Privacy 

- Documentations/procedures analysis 
- Practical administration Italian directive for

CCTV 
- Technical report CCTV
- Declaration of conformity 37/08 
- Sings adequacy - Privacy Officer consultancy. 

Company Risk 

- Crisis management
- Continuity business 
- Disaster Recovery.

Security experts and a certificated Privacy Officer to analyze and

define action and procedures for global security, always compliance

at national and international rules and standards to maximize

business ethics.



Recorded videos are analyzed just after events. Video analysis, in real

time, turns image in data to realize strategies based on statistics and

real information useful from security to marketing and commercial

aims too.

About Video Analysis 

Algorithms applied to video flows to 
extract in real time information 
useful for security and commercial 
purposes.

Why Video Analysis? 

Exploit investment in video-surveillance 
system. Collect clear, intuitive information, 
create analyses and statistics. Improve security 
standard and innovation level. 



R E T A I L I N D U S T R Y S T A D I  U M R E A L  E S T A T E 




